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1. PAST
Database systems (DB) and information retrieval (IR) are
two separate elds of computer science by historical ac-
cident. Both study concepts, models, and computational
methods for managing large amounts of complex informa-
tion, but thirty or forty years ago they started with very
dierent application areas as major motivations and technol-
ogy drivers: accounting systems (online reservations, bank-
ing, etc.) for DB, and library systems (bibliographic cata-
logs, patent collections, etc.) for IR. Thus, the two direc-
tions and their research communities emphasized very dier-
ent aspects of information management: data consistency,
precise query processing, and eciency on the DB side [53],
and text understanding, statistical ranking models, and user
satisfaction on the IR side [35, 47].
Decades later, there is now rapidly growing awareness of
the needs for integrating DB and IR technologies [3, 7, 14].
There have been various attempts of addressing this integra-
tion already ten years ago (e.g., [20, 29, 49]), but only re-
cently important killer applications are emerging with really
strong desire for an integrated DB&IR platform. From an
IR viewpoint, digital libraries of all kinds are becoming very
rich information repositories with documents augmented by
metadata and annotations captured in semistructured data
formats like XML [26]; enterprise search on intranet data
can be seen as a specic variant of this theme. From a
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DB viewpoint, application areas such as customer support,
product and market research, or health-care management
exhibit tremendous data growth, in terms of both structured
and unstructured information, and at the same time become
more and more mission-critical [11]. And completely new
applications like Internet-based community management en-
joy great popularity and pose interesting challenges [54].
Why has the envisioned DB&IR integration not yet hap-
pened? Why is it so dicult? At rst glance, the key dier-
ence between DB and IR seems to lie in emphasizing dier-
ent data types: numbers vs. text, or more precisely, struc-
tured records with numerical and categorical attributes in
the DB world vs. unstructured or semistructured text docu-
ments in the IR world. But there are platforms that support
both structured records and text (including the DBMS mar-
ket leaders and a number of XML platforms), yet they do
not provide truly satisfactory solutions with seamless inte-
gration. So the dierences go much deeper. I believe that
their root cause lies in the radically dierent notions of users:
 For DB systems and the DB research community, a
user really is an application programmer who uses SQL,
XQuery, or some APIs. In IR, on the other hand, a
user is a non-technical human with cognitive capabili-
ties and limitations. The consequences of these dier-
ent user models are dramatic.
 DB systems expect the user to pose precise queries,
and then aim to provide exact results in one shot and
as fast as possible. IR systems understand queries as
approximate, best-eort formulations of the user's in-
formation needs, and then aim to support an interac-
tive process of data exploration, query rephrasing, and
guidance towards the nal results.
 Thus, DB systems view query processing as a match-
ing task based on testing logical predicates, whereas
IR views query processing as a ranking task based on
statistical models.
In the last ve years, the DB side has advanced on adding
approximate and top-k query processing to its repertoire,
and the IR side has paid more attention to semistructured
data. Nevertheless, both communities still seem to under-
appreciate the viewpoints and underestimate the benets of
the other side.
252. PRESENT
A contemporary research area that exemplies the dicul-
ties of DB&IR integration is XML IR. Non-schematic XML
documents arise in a variety of situations:
 when digital libraries are loosely coupled into federated
services,
 when combining data from many dierent schematic
sources but without global schema or with only partial
schema mappings, or
 when originally schematic documents are annotated
and enriched by information-extraction methods or \so-
cial tagging" eorts.
Such XML data inevitably exhibits heterogeneous struc-
tures and tags and, therefore, cannot be adequately searched
using matching-based DB query languages like XPath or
XQuery. Often, queries either return too many or too few
results. Rather the IR-style ranking paradigm is called for,
with relaxable search conditions, various forms of similarity
predicates on contents and structure, and quantitative rele-
vance scoring. Ranked retrieval from multiple XML or other
semistructured or even structured data sources may even be
seen as a query-time approach to approximate information
integration. Since the start of this millenium, signicant re-
search has gone into addressing these XML IR issues, and
the early approaches like [16, 30, 59] have meanwhile con-
verged to a consolidated state of the art (see, e.g., [8, 18, 21,
31, 36, 60] and references given there).
While most prior work on XML has focused on collections
of trees, the option for XLinks and hyperlinks within and
across semistructured documents motivates graph-oriented,
extended approaches [19, 34]. This situation also arises with
semistructured desktop data such as email, folder hierar-
chies, and other personal information [17, 23, 25, 48], and it
is also related to keyword search on relational data graphs
with database records as nodes and foreign-key relationships
as edges [2, 10, 40]. Similarly, casting hyperlinked Web
pages into XML so that complex queries can return groups
of neighboring Web pages also leads to a graph IR problem.
Finally, RDF triples naturally form complex graphs and thus
call for graph querying as well [5, 32]. In all these settings,
the result of a query is a subgraph spanned by nodes that
approximately match and have high scores for the query's
elementary conditions. Finding the top-k, preferably com-
pact, results may involve computationally hard problems
related to Steiner trees, depending on how the query se-
mantics and ranking models are dened. Notwithstanding
recent progress (e.g., [22, 37, 42, 44]), graph IR continues to
pose semantic as well as algorithmic challenges.
3. FUTURE
The Web has become one of mankind's most impressive ar-
tifacts, without involving either one of the DB and IR re-
search communities. We are currently witnessing various
trends towards imposing more structure on both Web con-
tents and search capabilities, bringing the Web closer to the
DB world. Faceted search, vertical search, object search,
and entity search are variations of the broader theme of
nding, ranking, tracking, and analyzing semantic objects
such as products (along with customer opinions), compa-
nies (and their market impacts), or researchers (and their
scholarly work) (see, e.g., [15, 38, 43, 50, 58] and references
given there). Searching the Deep Web, the huge diversity
of databases behind Web portals and query forms, requires
mappings between (mostly schemaless) queries and record
structures of potential target databases [13, 46]. In such
Web-based but database-style settings, attempts for per-
fect entity recognition and perfect schema matching would
be hopeless. Rather we must live with imperfect or noisy
databases and entity-centric structures, which in turn man-
dates approximate search and ranking { a strong case for
combined DB&IR methodology.
The theme of searching entities and relations rather than
Web pages can be further expanded in scope and made
even more ambitious by aiming to turn the entire Web into
a gigantic knowledge base. A rst, \smaller-scale" step
could be to automatically turn Wikipedia into a database
with explicit relations that contain all facts about people's
birthdates, professions, publications, awards, spouses and
children, involvement in major events and their dates and
places, and so on. Some ongoing projects (e.g., [24, 50])
pursue a similar direction for scholarly information, but the
Wikipedia database would have a much larger scope and
scale. With an explicit knowledge base of this kind, it should
be possible to answer advanced knowledge queries such as:
which physicist survived two world wars and died after all
of his four children? This would go way beyond what Web
search engines or even natural-language question-answering
systems can provide today. Many questions of this kind
could be answered more or less exactly, but many others will
require reasoning about uncertainty, and thus need ranking
in a DB&IR framework. On the full Web scale, informa-
tion extraction technology could identify, connect, and or-
ganize even richer and many more pieces of knowledge, po-
tentially leading to databases with facts about who invented
or discovered what, which rivers run through which cities,
or which enzymes trigger which biochemical processes, etc.
Of course, this dream of turning the Web into a database
or knowledge base is not new at all. So why is now a good
time to revive this vision and intensify the research towards
making it reality? Various recent advances and strong trends
enable this great opportunity that we are having now.
 First, information-extraction (IE) technology - entity
recognition and learning relation patterns - has made
enormous progress and become much more scalable in
recent years [1, 41] and also much less dependent on
human supervision [9, 27, 56]. Much of this progress
comes from major advances in the underlying elds
of natural language processing (NLP) and statistical
learning, but there is also a much better understand-
ing of algorithmic eciency and how to engineer large-
scale IE. To be clear, all these technologies will remain
computationally expensive, but the gloomy picture of
such issues being \AI-complete" and practically hope-
less is gone.
 Second, there is a growing amount of \low-hanging
fruit" that allows us to harvest knowledge without any
rocket science. A large extent of this comes from the
Web 2.0 trends, or more specically, the human contri-
butions to the emerging Social Web (aka. Human Se-
mantic Web) in the form of tagging (and thus seman-
tically annotating) Web pages, passages or phrases in
pages, images, videos, etc. and creating so-called folk-
26sonomies (e.g., [39]). Another big contributor is the
strong proliferation of high-quality knowledge repos-
itories with some explicit structure that is suitable
for entity, relation, and topic recognition. Probably,
Wikipedia is the best example. Although it is still pri-
marily hyperlinked text, the link structure, the the-
matic categories to which articles are manually as-
signed, and the templates that are used for authoring
certain types of articles (e.g., about music bands) pro-
vide enormous benets for semantic tagging. Several
recent projects have made excellent use of Wikipedia
and similar sources for building explicit knowledge bases
and connecting these with other sources (e.g., [6, 57]).
 Although the Semantic Web in its originally envisioned
glorious form is still a very elusive goal, the vision itself
has created a signicant momentum towards creating
ontologies and representing knowledge in more rigor-
ous formats than text (see, e.g., [55, 61] and references
given there). These include general-purpose ontolo-
gies and thesauri such as SUMO, OpenCyc, Concept-
Net, or WordNet, as well as domain-specic ontolo-
gies and terminological taxonomies such as GeneOn-
tology, SNOMED, or UMLS. While each of these col-
lections alone may be viewed as fairly partial, connect-
ing them and combining them with \softer" knowl-
edge sources such as Wikipedia could be a powerful
way of organizing more and more knowledge in rigor-
ous representations that allow eective querying and
reasoning. Richly annotated natural-language corpora
such as multilingual thesauri, word-sense-tagged texts,
or even representations in logic-based frames start be-
coming an interesting asset as well [28, 33, 45, 52].
While it is widely open how to best leverage these poten-
tial assets towards the envisioned automatic harvesting and
organization of knowledge from the Web, both DB and IR
technologies should play key roles. Combining the three ma-
jor assets - large-scale information extraction, social tagging,
and explicit knowledge sources like ontologies - requires sta-
tistical reasoning about uncertainty and well-founded rank-
ing models in the IR tradition, but must equally pay great
attention to eciency and scalability of indexing and query
processing, traditional DB virtues. An integrated DB&IR
methodology and tool suite could play an even stronger role.
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